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May 17

ROUND TABLE DISCUSSIONS

Family Counseling
Convener - Dee Jay Hubbard

Maintenance Therapy After Termination
Convener - Jon Deal

Innovative Methods For Student Training
Convener - Margaret Lemme

Multi-Lingual Aphasia Testing
Convener - E. Gene Ritter

Clinical vs Home-Based Therapy: A Comparison Of Effectiveness
Convener - Elizabeth Wallace

May 18

CLINIC PRESENTATIONS I

Cueing Hierarchies And Word Retrieval: A Therapy Program
Craig W. Linebaugh, Leslie H. Lehner

Pure Word Deafness: Fact Or Fiction
Robert G. Marshall, Sarah A. Stevenson

CLINIC PAPERS I

A Divergent Semantic Model Of Intervention In Adult Aphasia
Roberta Chapey

Some Faulty Assumptions In Aphasia: Implications For Counseling
Peggy E. Malone, Russell L. Malone

The Use Of Tel-Communicology With The Aphasic Patient
S.B. Sanders

A Comparison Of Clinical Tests Of Yes/No Questions In Aphasia
Lillian Gray, Peggy Hoyt, Shelley Mogil, Nancy Lefkowitz

Expanding The Perimeters Of Living For Stroke Victims And Their Families: Florida's Camp Challenge
Edward C. Hutchinson, Leonard L. LaPointe

TRADITIONAL PAPERS I

Effects Of Two Treatment Modes On Recovery From Aphasia: A Preliminary Report
Jacqueline Hartman, Linda P. Swisher, Doris Kistler, William Landau

Analysis Of Clinician-Patient Interactions In Aphasia Treatment
R.H. Brookshire, Tony Cicciarrelli, Kathy Kreuger, L. Nicholas

Assessment Of Family Attitudes Toward Aphasic Patients With Severe Auditory Processing Disorders
Patsy S. Czvik

319
TRADITIONAL PAPERS II

Speech Act Analysis Of Aphasic Communication In Individual And Group Settings
M. Jeanne Wilcox, G. Albyn Davis

Application Of The Cloze Procedure To Aphasic Language
S. Stick, M. Hartwig

A Comparison Of Auditory Comprehension Tasks In Aphasia
Kevin Kearns, Dee Jay Hubbard

CLINIC PRESENTATION II

Training An Aphasic Clinician: A Case Study
Ann Daniel, G. Albyn Davis

TRADITIONAL PAPERS III

Optional vs Obligatory Noun-Verb Relationships In Aphasic Speech
Kathleen Scholl, Sheldon Stick

Letter Recognition Skills Of Aphasic Adults
Deanie Kushner, Robert C. Marshall

CLINIC PAPERS II

Writing Disturbances In Patients With Right Hemisphere Lesions
Judy Jelinek, Nancy Metzler

May 19

TRADITIONAL PAPERS IV

Aphasic: A Speaker And A Listener, Not A Patient
H.K. Ulatowska, S. Haynes, S. Richardson, B. Hildebrand

Rehearsal For Naming In Apraxia Of Speech
R. Lawrence Warren

The Effect of Alerting And Tranquilizing Drugs Upon The Performance Of Aphasic Patients
F.L. Darley, R.L. Keith, Sumiko Sasanuma

CLINIC PRESENTATIONS III

Imaging And Aphasia
Joyce A. West

Medical-Legal Application Of PICA Results
Bruce E. Porch, John Porec

CAC INVITED SPEAKER

What Neurologists Expect Of Clinical Aphasiologists
Alan Rubens, M.D., Hennepin County Medical Center, Minneapolis, MN.

Response From A Clinical Aphasiologist
Leonard LaPointe

CLINIC PAPERS III

The Effects Of Environmental Sound On Word Retrieval Performance Of Aphasic Subjects
Russell H. Mills

Anomia, A Clinical Experiment: Testing And Treatment
Jay Rosenbek, Robert T. Wertz, Michael Collins, Ellen Green, Marge Flynn
Application Of A Programmable Auditory Visual Evaluation System (PAVES) To Aphasia Rehabilitation
Robert A. Lozano, John H. Gaeth

A System For Quantifying Verbal Output Of High-Level Aphasics
Kathryn M. Yorkston, David R. Beukelman

TRADITIONAL PAPERS V
The Behavioral Characteristics Of "Simulated" Aphasia
John Foaec, Bruce E. Porch
The PICA Scoring Scale: Do Its Statistical Shortcomings Cause Clinical Problems?
Joseph R. Duffy, Barbara J. Dale

CLINIC PRESENTATION IV
Cathy — A Case History: Dysphasic, Functional, Or Mixed?
Diane Ross

May 20

CLINIC PRESENTATIONS V
A Test Of Auditory Comprehension Of Sentences — Clinical Implications
Barry M. Klor
Temporal Relationships In Therapy For Apraxia
Peggy B. Wilson
The Case For Collaboration Between The Speech Pathologist And The Neuropsychologist
Marsha Hoyle, K. York Haaland

CLINIC PAPERS IV
A Treatment Protocol For The Non-Verbal Stroke Patient
Cheri L. Florance, Jon L. Deal
The Application Of Multiphonemic Articulation Therapy With Apraxic Patients
Pat Holtzapple, Noel Marshall

TRADITIONAL PAPERS VI
The Effects Of Stress And Melodic Intonation On Apraxia Of Speech
John D. Tonkovich, Thomas P. Marquardt
Effects Of Ear Presentation And Delayed Response On The Processing Of Token Test Commands By Aphasic Adults
Leonard L. LaPointe, Jennifer Horner, R. Jane Lieberman
Administering The Token Test senza intonazioni particolari: Does It Make Any Difference?
James R. Solomon
Phonological Variability In Left Brain Damaged Adults
Marilyn Selinger, Thomas E. Prescott
Assessment And Counseling With Aphasic Drivers
Marie T. Rau, Lee Ann C. Golper